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“May the odds be ever in your favor”
Council of Social Entrepreneurs hosts third annual Hunger Banquet
Laurel Klafehn

contributing reporter

“Life isn’t fair – and neither is this” is
the tag line associated with the Hunger
Banquet, an event conceptualized by
Oxfam America and hosted by various
organizations around the country.
This year, and for the past two years,
the Council of Social Entrepreneurs at
University of the Pacific hosted the
Hunger Banquet, in conjunction with
Second Harvest Food Bank of San
Joaquin and Stanislaus Counties.
About 180 attendees from Pacific
and the Stockton community at large
came to participate on Thursday, Nov.
20, in Raymond Great Hall, where the
banquet was held. Second Harvest
received all of the funds from ticket
sales, at $5 per attendee.
The idea of the Hunger Banquet
is to simulate global and local
hunger and present it in a way that is
uncomfortable and palpable.
Upon entering, every guest draws
from a bowl that contains three
kinds of tickets - High Income,
Middle Income and Low Income - in
proportions of 10 percent, 20 percent
and 70 percent respectively, to mimic
the actual populations that live within
these income designations in the real
world.
High Income designees sat at
clothed tables complete with china
and decorations. They were waited
upon by Bon Appetít staff, the catering
provider at University of the Pacific,
and served bread, butter, salads, filet,
vegetables, chocolate cake and fair
trade coffee. Middle Income guests sat
at larger tables, set with compostable
serviceware, and ate chicken and
vegetables, served family-style. Low
Income ticket recipients, the majority
of the guests (this year, about 120), sat
on the floor and helped themselves to
rice and beans.
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Photos c/o Edna Rush
“Life may not be fair, and neither is the Hunger Banquet, but by educating today’s students and
tomorrow’s leaders, we can work towards fairness, and food, for all.”

“The idea of the Hunger Banquet
is to make people uncomfortable. It’s
uncomfortable to be eating a slab of

chocolate cake while someone is next
to you sitting on the floor, eating rice
and beans. These inequalities exist,
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but we rarely get the chance to be face
to face with them,” explained Sherie
Salomonsson '16, the vice president of
member involvement for the Council.
The keynote speakers for the event
were Andy Prokop, CEO of United
Way of San Joaquin, and Ken Albala,
a history professor at Pacific and
program director for the new Master of
Arts in Food Studies program located
at Pacific's San Francisco campus.
Both speakers offered their take on
poverty and food insecurity, from
personal and academic standpoints.
Nasser Bahzad '15, the Master of
Ceremonies and vice president of
communications for the Council,
discussed the gross wealth disparities
that exist: “The Global average
threshold for high income is $6,300
per year. The poverty threshold in the
U.S. is $11,670 …What is poor here in
the United States is almost twice that
of high income around the world.”
At $5 per attendee, and with
generous donations, the Council
reached a new record for the Hunger
Banquet: $1,831.35… with which
Second Harvest will be able to buy
about $9,156.75 worth of food for its
30,000+ beneficiaries.
With the premiere of "Mockingjay,"
the third installment in The Hunger
Games franchise, looming later that
night, Nasser Bahzad concluded the
event: “Let’s help create a world where
the odds are in everyone’s favor. Life
may not be fair, and neither is the
Hunger Banquet, but by educating
today’s students and tomorrow’s
leaders, we can work towards fairness,
and food, for all.”
The Hunger Banquet was made
possible by a generous grant from the
Pacific Arts & Lectures Committee,
as well as collaboration with the
Sustainability
Department
and
Associated Students of University of
the Pacific.
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Congratulations
Eberhardt School of Business
MASTER OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
2014 Graduates
Mathilde Billaud
JeongHa (Heidi) Chung
Alexys Alyzabeth D’Tiole
Kunal Duggal
Vanessa Fillmore
Lydia Foo
Elizabeth Lang Harman
Trevin Harris
Megan Colleen Jonsson
Henry Lee
William A. Miller
Riley Moore
Jenny Ngo
Kristen Palmer
Viral Panchal
Franklin Charles Patmon
Anju Purewal
Doreen Ram
Corey James Robello
Yaoting Zhang

Top 10 Ranking
for the Most Diverse
Business Schools

Class of

A new and free data tool available to Pacific campus
Nanxi Tang

General Manager

Did
you
know
that
University of the Pacific has
a campus-wide license for
DataZoa? Because of Pacific’s
campus-wide license, everyone
with a university email can sign
up for a free DataZoa account
and access information and
tools that DataZoa has to offer.
DataZoa can help students and
faculty access, analyze and
visualize over 3 billion data
series from around the world.
According to their website,
this program “gives you instant
free access to over 3 billion
data series on a wide array of
topics: Economics, banking,
finance, demographics, health,
child well-being, environment,
agriculture, energy and more.”
Users can look through
the Internet to gather data or
upload their own original data
into their account. “From there,
DataZoa users view, analyze,
share, download and create
vivid website embeddable

charts and tabular displays
with this data,” their website
explained.
Tom Kelly, Ph.D., a professor
of
economics
at
Baylor
University, acknowledges that
DataZoa makes it efficient
to trace the production and
employment
statistics
in
different industries within the
Central Texas economy and
predict its future performance.
Steve Gardner, Ph.D, chair of
the Economics department
at Baylor, told Baylor Lariat
that “Most of the other data
visualization tools are static.
You import data, you generate
a graph, you publish that graph.
DataZoa, from the very design,
is set up to be continuously
updating itself.”
According
to
Syracuse
University, a growing number
of universities and government
agencies use DataZoa publish
their own original data series
for the Web at large, and this
public data is also available to
DataZoa users.
DataZoa
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Deck the halls: The DeRosa University
Center expects to receive a full makeover
Jodi Tai

News editor

Get excited, Tigers! In just a few
months, the DeRosa University Center
will be revamped for a fine new look.
The building is currently five years old
and in need of some slight renovations.
Associate Vice President for Student
Life Steve Jacobson shed some light on
the upcoming projects. “There will be
two phases,” he shared.
The first phase will include renovating
the floors of the University Center and
will take place during winter break,
starting Dec. 14 through Jan. 4. “The
floor is failing,” explained Jacobson.
“The varnish stain is coming off. There’s
concrete that’s coming loose as well,
especially by the Ballroom. It needs to
be fixed and replaced. We’re putting
in a luxury vinyl on top of it. This new
material is insured for 10-15 years.
Anywhere you see cement, we’re putting
new stuff down.”
To get the job done, Pacific will be
shutting down the DeRosa Center right
after finals. The University will still be
open and the staff will remain on campus
until Dec. 23. During this time, however,
all the furniture will be removed, and
the floor renovations will begin. Rest
assured, The Grove will still be open and
will be augmented by the E.A.T. Truck.
Tigers, you can expect new floors by
the time you return for spring semester

classes!
The second phase of this project is to
replace all of the dining furniture inside
and outside the building. This will be
accomplished at the end of the spring
semester. “I went to a conference last
year and attended a session about trying
to create community within dining
facilities,” elaborated Jacobson. “[The
DeRosa Center] is designed to be our
living room on campus. You see a lot of
people grabbing their food and leaving.
You don’t see a lot of people hanging out
or spending time there when they’re not
in class or in their room.”
For this reason, Jacobson explained,
“We want to create an atmosphere of
community by changing the furniture.”
Furnishings in the Marketplace, Lair,
Green Room and River Room are all
expected to be replaced by modern, more
comfortable chairs, tables and couches.
The Lair will be expected to have
more couches, a pool table to replace
shuffleboard, smaller booths and much
more. Jacobson reveals that the River
Room will be “putting in a little more
high-class chairs, a new dessert station
and a new register station to welcome
guests to the venue.”
An interior designer, along with
different student groups on campus
such as ASuop, have come together
to collaborate on this new plan for the
building.
“The
furniture
removal
and

installation will start May 18. We’re
hoping to have the project completed by
June 5,” related Jacobson.
In addition to the indoor furniture,
the outside furniture and coverings
along the firepit and walkway will be
replaced as well, with the exception of
the long tables on the Lair deck. “It’ll
be a brand new look for everyone. The
project is paid for by Physical Plant
and Student Life — specifically Dining
Services.” Plans to replace the furniture
in the lobby will be paid for by Student
Leadership Involvement.
Jacobson expressed the modernity
of the expected furniture look and its
expectant lifespan of 7-10 years.
After eight to nine months of
planning, this massive project is well on
its way. New power outlets along seating,
Plexiglas, fresher layouts and side tables
designed for laptops are coming soon to
serve the Pacific population.
To engender a relaxing environment,
rocking chairs will be placed overlooking
the Delta River. “Get excited,” exclaimed
Jacobson. “It’s going to be a great new
building.”
On a final note, Jacobson relayed,
“This is a collaborative effort between
Dining Services, Housing and Greek
Life, Physical Plant and Purchasing.
They’ve all been intimately involved in
this planning, and all are excited that
we’re able to do this for our students and
the Pacific community.”

Coming Soon: University of the Pacific’s
5th annual Christmas Faraday Lecture
Nicole Felkins
Editor-in-chief

Two chemistry professors from
University of the Pacific will conduct
and explain the process behind
experiments that explode, change
colors and mesmerize an audience
of all ages, reports the University, for
the fifth annual Christmas Faraday
Lecture on Sunday, Dec. 21 from
6-7:30 p.m. at the Alex G. Spanos
Center. The duo will be dressed as
19th century chemists in honor of the
Lecture’s inception in the 1820s. In
1825, Michael Faraday (1791-1867)
established Great Britain’s Christmas
Lecture at London’s Royal Institution,
informs RI. Geared toward a younger
audience, the lecture has a new theme
each year. Lectures from as far back
as the 70s can be watched on the
Royal Institution’s website.
Except during World War II,
the Royal Institution has provided
annual lectures on science to the
London community since 1825. The
only hiatus it experienced was when
it was not safe to enter London from

1939 to 1942, during the early years of
World War II.
Faraday
was
a
British
chemist and physicist who made
significant contributions to the
study of electromagnetism and
electrochemistry, reports the British
Broadcasting Corporation. Among
his discoveries was electromagnetic
induction, the concept behind the
electric transformer and generator.
Faraday also founded RI’s Friday
Evening Discourses, which continue
to this day on the last Fridays of every
month except for July and August. In
celebration of women in science, RI
chose an all-female lineup this year.
Established five years ago,
University of the Pacific’s Christmas
Faraday Lecture is free and open to
the public. Admission is limited, and
tickets can be picked up at Pacific’s
Box Office, which is located next to
the Alex and Jeri Vereschagin Alumni
House. If you take photos at the event
and post them on social media, use the
hashtag #fifth_annual_christmas_
faraday_lecture.

Public Safety

Weekly Report
Nov. 23 - Nov. 29
Arrest
Baun Fitness Center 11.23.14

Security was advised of a subject
who appeared intoxicated.
Officers contacted the subject,
who was unable to care for
himself. The subject was placed
into the county jail and released
the next morning when he
sobered up.

University Regulation
Clock Tower 11.24.14

Officers received a call of several
subjects smoking marijuana by
the Atchley Clock Tower. Officers
made contact with them and
generated a judicial report.

Theft
Chan Family Hall 11.25.14

Victim reports someone took
their empty laundry basket.

Arrest
Library 11.26.14

Officers observed a juvenile who
had an outstanding warrant and
was previously revoked access
from campus. He was cited and
released to a relative.

Arrest
Dave Brubeck Way 11.26.14

Officers stopped a transient who
was scavenging in the dumpster.
Upon contacting the subject,
officers located a syringe, which
the subject admitted was for
methamphetamine. He was cited
for possession of the syringe.

Property Damage
Chapel Lane 11.26.14

Officers documented that
someone had knocked down a
sign.

Theft
Off Campus 11.29.14

The victim lost a credit card in
San Francisco and learned that
someone is currently using it
at retail outlets. A report was
written on her behalf.

Trespassing
Clock Tower 11.29.14

Officers contacted a subject who
was previously prohibited from
campus. The officers learned he
had an outstanding warrant and
subsequently arrested him.
Royal Institution of Great Britain
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Should California choose to follow other states
and legalize recreational marijuana usage?
Thomas Levy

Staff Reporter

Three states have legalized the
recreational use of marijuana,
and California is probably next
on the list to have the herb
recognized as a completely
permissible pastime.
Since
the
mid-1990s,
marijuana has been sold in
medical collectives across the
state thanks to Proposition 215.
Medical marijuana users in
California have been getting high
legally for the last 20 years, and
now others are asking if California
should allow everybody to get
high.
Smokers in California are
probably ready to let their true
colors show. They just want
to walk down the street and
toke without the fear of being
prosecuted like some lowlife
criminal.
In reality, smoking weed
is child’s play and wanting to
legalize it for recreational use is
a really great idea, but stopping

there would be a tragedy.
If there’s one thing that every
marijuana lover and hater alike
should understand, it’s that the
plant has so many more uses
than just smoking for fun. The
practical uses of cannabis and
hemp can have such a positive
impact on a worldwide scale, but
for some reason this is still taboo
in our country.
For example, goods such as
paper and lumber are consumed
by almost everybody on a global
level, and that market alone
negatively impacts the entire
natural world. Our planet’s
rainforests will be completely
wiped out if the current rate of
deforestation continues.
Paper and building materials
made from hemp are stronger
and more sustainable than their
wood-based alternatives. Per
acre, hemp produces more pulp
for paper than trees.
Paper made from hemp is not
only higher quality, as it resists
decomposition and yellowing,
but it is also more sustainable

and can be recycled more times
than wood paper.
Furthermore, fibers from
hemp can be manipulated to be
stronger than steel. Fabrics made
from hemp fibers also naturally
resist UV rays better than any
other conventional fiber.
Hemp and cannabis are
miracle crops with the ability to
put clothing on our backs, the
newspaper on our kitchen table
and so much more. So when
it comes to legalizing smoking
weed in California, it seems a bit
petty at this point — played out,
in essence.
If California, one of the world’s
largest economies, legalized pot
smoking but forgot about all of
cannabis’ other great uses, it
would be one of history’s biggest
disappointments. We shouldn’t
just stop at getting high.
We need to advocate for
and legalize the production
of industrial hemp in order to
collect on every possible benefit
the plant has to offer.
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Remembering why we celebrate the holidays
Nicholas Brummel
Staff Reporter

There is something about the holiday
season. No matter one’s religion,
ethnicity or socioeconomic status,
something changes around the time of
November.
This isn’t always for the best.
Christmas is often used as an example
of the constantly growing consumerism
that is unique to the United States. Some
see the holiday season as capitalism
incarnate, highlighting the greed that is
associated with it.
In short, sometimes it is argued that
people lose sight of what the season is
really about. While there is observable
evidence that can support this, it is also
important to remember what makes the
holidays so special.
The holiday season is the one time
of the year when people take the time
to decorate the world and make it look
beautiful.
Giving trains start through the
Starbucks drive-thru, as a gesture of
doing something kind to make another’s

out of the autopilot which guides our
everyday lives and recognize how
much power we have to help those in
need.
Whether this is done to celebrate
the life of a savior born, to celebrate
the rededication of the Holy Temple
in Jerusalem or simply done from
one’s own good will, people become
their best around the holiday season.
In fact, The Blackbaud Index, a
charitable giving report, shows that
34 percent of charitable donations
happen in the last three months of
the year, 18 percent in December
alone.
This is what Christmas and the
holidays are really about: taking
some time and making it sacred. It is
the time of year we are compelled to
think outside of ourselves and toward
something greater.
Celebration
is
a
way
to
systematically remind ourselves
Slate
what is important. So, no matter how
you celebrate the holiday season, just
life brighter. The cold weather somehow
remember
to actually celebrate it.
makes hearts grow warmer, as we snap

SIS congratulates Pacific’s Model UN
team for reminding everyone that
we’re all part of a global community.

What are you looking
forward to doing
over winter break?
“I am looking forward to
sleeping in.”

@Ashneet Dhillon,
c.o. 2016

“I am looking forward to
getting some writing time
and seeing my new dog.”

@Scott Carter,
c.o. 2016

“Finishing my graduate
school application and
seeing my family back in
Chicago.”

@Simon Harris,
c.o. 2015

“I am looking forward to
spending the holidays with
my family since last year I
was abroad.”

@Allison Howells,
c.o. 2018

“I am looking forward
to going to Mammoth
with my best friends and
spending time with my
family.”

@Taylor Gladhill,
c.o. 2015

“Going to the slopes and
getting some skiing in.”

@Alex Schlabach,
c.o. 2015

“Going home!!! And
redecorating and finding
internship opportunities
for the summer and
presents!!!”

@Sierra Gonzalez,
c.o. 2016

“I am going to Prague!
So I’m looking forward to
that because travelling is
my passion, and I get the
chance to explore a place
I’ve never been to before
in the Czech Republic, as
well as getting to go to
Germany.”

@Chris Baun,
c.o. 2016

SIS
Students pictured at the Northwest Model UN - Seattle 2014 Conference. Front row (left to right): Darlina Serrano, Janise Powell, Kathyrn Cruz and
Shani Boyd. Back row (left to right): Shane Nuuhiwa, Fernando Perez, Andrew Merenda and Sean Staley.

“Christmas. It’s my
favorite holiday of the
year.”

@Kelvin Cao,
c.o. 2015
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Nicholas Brummel
Staff Reporter

Winter time is known for
many things: cold weather,
pine trees, reindeer and ...
consumerism.
Christmas time is the single
busiest time of year. People
wait in crowded lines to get
their cup of coffee, so that
they might have the energy
to scramble alongside crowds
of shoppers, all looking for a
holiday deal.
This influx of business has
other implications as well:
an increase in demand for
workers. Thus, the infamous
seasonal job is born.
New workers are thrust into
a new position facing what is
likely to be the harshest, most
fast-paced conditions of the
year. However, a seasonal job
offers some pretty important
rewards in return for its
difficult demands.
Brian E. Hall, franchise
owner of All About People,
a national staffing and

vs Orange

Topic of the week:

Seasonal Work
recruitment
center
in
Cleveland, explains it is not
uncommon that a seasonal
job becomes a permanent
one for those who are willing
to put in the necessary elbow
grease.
Particularly, he states that
letting the company know of
long-term intentions, shows
of dedication to the company
and a display of brand loyalty
greatly improve one’s chance
of landing a permanent
position.
However, even if a
permanent position doesn’t
come one’s way, hundreds
of thousands of Americans
utilize seasonal work as
a means of extra revenue
to
stabilize
themselves
financially.
Finally, if nothing else,
seasonal jobs, according to
Hall, are an excellent way of
filling gaps in a resume, and
resume boosting in general.
Any way you look at them, at
the very least, seasonal jobs
certainly can’t hurt.

CON

Thomas Levy

Staff Reporter

Seasonal work, especially
over the holidays, is just
the worst. The holidays in
theory are supposed to be a
celebration of joy, tradition
and generosity.
Those
who
have
participated in the nightmare
that is holiday employment
know that the individuals who
come into stores around those
times to shop are on a mission
to get in, get some stuff and get
out as quickly as possible.
It is a fast-paced activity in
a high-stress environment.
Unlike the other 10 months
of the year, November and
December shopping is hectic,
and shoppers aren’t afraid to
tell you how they really feel
about your so-called expertise.
Prepare to get seriously
chewed out for not knowing
where you keep the Jenga sets.
Lack of training adds to the
frustration, and the fact that
you’ll be jobless in less than six

weeks does nothing for your
motivation.
Face it, seasonal workers:
You’re there as an extra body
to cushion the blow of all the
additional foot traffic through
whatever store hired you.
After the whole escapade,
the time you spent trying to
help customers out will have
been wasted, because they
see you as expendable and
trapped in an inescapable
adolescent world working for
meager hourly rates.
They spend their month’s
salaries
on
high-priced
goods that will be broken
or obsolete in a year just to
repeat the process next year,
whereas your minimum wage
paychecks are a sad reminder
of all the holiday hours you’d
likely rather forget.
Once the holiday season
is over, the whole world can
once again move on with their
daily lives and pretend like the
holidays never even happened.

Congratulations
to our Writer of the
Month for November,

Edna Rush

Nicholas
Brummel!
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Welcome Dr. Winters back to Pacific
Sarah Kellner

Lifestyles Editor

As the school year
unfolds at University of the
Pacific, so does a position
in
the
Communication
Department. Dr. Frances
Winters has made her way
back to the Pacific, this time
as a professor.
Every
semester,
classrooms are filled with
new and returning students
who share bits of information
about their lives with the
class through activities and
assignments.
However,
how
many
students take the time to
know
their
professors’
experiences?
Pandora’s
box of knowledge with the
answers to your future as a
student might be standing
right in front of you in the
shape of Dr. Winters.
Having studied at Pacific
during her undergraduate
and through the master’s
program, Dr. Winters has
picked up some life-altering
bits of advice that have taken
her all across the world.
When it comes to traveling
opportunities, “Don’t be
worried about who you are
leaving behind [or] what
you might miss out on; take
that opportunity, because
nothing can compare to what
traveling will bring you.”
Through her relationships
with advisors and professors,
Dr. Winters was able to travel
and live in New York City,
N.Y., as an undergraduate,
working in a inter-rep radio
store. She took a photo at
the Twin Towers only one
week before 9/11. After
returning home, Dr. Winters
was invited to Africa to stay
with some friends she had
met from school. Staying in a
tiny town close to Zimbabwe
in Botswana, she lived on a
huge farm in the small town
of Pandamatenga.
At the time, there was
hardly any work in Zimbabwe
for farmers, so they would
travel to the 100+ acres of
farmland where Dr. Winters
was residing. Women from
other villages would come
and work in the house as
domestic maids: cleaning
dishes, doing laundry and
taking care of the house.

Winters ran into two
intercultural differences. The
first, Dr. Winters was asked
by the friendly house maids
if everyone in the United
States had maids, because
their assumption was that
everyone in America was
rich.
On the other side of the
equation, Dr. Winters had
been feeling guilty to have
her things cleaned because it
was a job she normally would
do on her own. However,
there are different standards
of job etiquette that different
cultures adhere to, and this
was one of those occasions.
After returning, Winters
headed to Los Angeles, Calif.
for a few months to work as an
actress. After being featured
in numerous shows and
series as an extra, Dr. Winters
came to the realization that
living down south was not
her cup of tea. “I felt like I
couldn’t have a meaningful
conversation with those
people in the industry.” The
icing on the cake came in a
conversation with another
extra, when she said, “I just
got my teeth bleached and
have to drink coffee through
a straw.” Goodbye, L.A.!
Over the next few years,
Dr. Winters traveled back
to Africa and also to Asia.
Traveling allowed her to find
her sense of identity, as well
as experience things in her
life that she never thought
would happen before college.
When it comes to status,
“Wait to get married, and in
your 20s just be single, and
live it up.” Dr. Winters said
traveling allows a person to
find harmony and purpose
within themselves. By not
allowing oneself to be held
back in life, out of fear of
ending a relationship or
missing a small opportunity,
young people limit their
opportunity of growth.
Finding
herself
with
degrees in communication
came second nature to Dr.
Winters. At first, like any
college student, she wasn’t
sure what she wanted to
do with academics. She
explained that at that time
in college a person was to
choose a degree and the job
will follow. There wasn’t an
option to be “undeclared,”
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Upcoming
Student Events
Thursday, 12/4
Art Exhibit: 100 Years of
Dust: Owens Lake and the
Los Angeles Aqueduct

9 A.M. AT THE REYNOLDS
GALLERY

Library Exhibit: Ancient
and Honorable Order of E
Clampus Vitus
9 A.M. AT THE LIBRARY

Self-defense class for
students, faculty and staff
9 A.M. AT REGENTS
DINING HALL

Lunch Behind The Lair: Chat
with the Chaplains
NOON AT THE UC

Fall 2014 Theatre Arts Senior
Capstone Performance
4 P.M. AT DEMARCUS
BROWN THEATRE

Young Alumni Holiday Mixer
5:30 P.M. AT CAPITAL
DIME, SACRAMENTO

French Club Film Screening:
Joyeux Noel
6 P.M. AT WPC

Sarah Kellner

so a communication major
made the most sense to her.
However, after entering
her senior year without job
leads, she was off to graduate
school. At the University
of Pacific during graduate
school is when Dr. Winters
really found what she was
interested in. She was able to
teach and do research, which
led her to follow a career in
teaching.
Now a married mother of
three beautiful children, Dr.
Winters has found herself
back in the birthplace of her
freedom ride to traveling:
Pacific’s campus. She advises
all students to “work on
establishing
relationships
with professors and advisors,”
as it was her advisor Dr.
Dong who invited her back to
Pacific to be involved in the
Communication Department.
Dr. Winters had been
teaching at Sacramento State
College, close to her home in
Sacramento, Calif. but felt
that there was something
missing on that campus.
“Living on campus, being
immersed in campus life,
really forces you to be part of
the community,” illustrated
Dr. Winters, and at Sac
State, “most students are

commuters who don’t have
that connection.”
As a communications
professor, Dr. Winters thinks
a class all students should
take, regardless of their
stage in life, is interpersonal
communications. “It allows
you to apply the information
right away to your life,”
Winters explained, adding
that every student would
benefit from taking that
course.
As for any course on
campus a student should
take, Dr. Winters suggests
taking Human Sexuality: “All
these assumptions we carry;
you actually get to learn
about yourself.”
If there is any crucial
piece of advice to take
from Dr. Winters, it is the
following: Take advantage
of opportunities that arise
in life, regardless of social
experience. Experiences are
meant to be experienced,
and that will not happen by
staying in one location for the
duration of your life.
If you are interested in
gaining more perspective
from Dr. Winters, she will
be teaching interpersonal
communication and human
theory in the spring.

Simon Rowe Latin Project
7 P.M. AT THE VALLEY
BREWING COMPANY

Pacific Holiday Concert

7:30 P.M. AT CATHEDRAL
OF THE ANNUNCIATION

Friday, 12/5
Art Exhibit: 100 Years of
Dust: Owens Lake and the
Los Angeles Aqueduct

9 A.M. AT THE REYNOLDS
GALLERY

Library Exhibit: Ancient
and Honorable Order of E
Clampus Vitus
9 A.M. AT THE LIBRARY

Composer’s Club II

7:30 P.M. AT RECITAL HALL

InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship Large Group

6 P.M. AT GRACE COVELL

LIFESTYLES
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No one noticed news anchor wearing same suit for a year
Nicholas Brummel
Staff Reporter

That men often spend less
time preparing every morning
is not news. We have all grown
up reading cartoons, listening to
comedians and watching sitcoms
in which men throw on the first
thing they wake up to find, while
women take hours to prepare.
However, an Australian news
anchor has found a unique way
to highlight this disparity of
expectations regarding gendered
dress. Karl Stefanovic wore the
same suit for an entire year.
And the most telling aspect of
this experiment is. . . Nobody
noticed. Stefanovic told The Age
newspaper that he had been

inspired by a news segment
in which his female co-anchor
explained how often and readily
viewers have criticized her
wardrobe.
Stefanovic’s
subtle
demonstration was executed
flawlessly, as he and a producer
were the only ones to know of his
idea.
When revealing what he had
done, the anchor explained,
“Women are judged much more
harshly and keenly for what
they do, what they say and what
they wear.” His co-anchor was
shocked, but pleased once she
had found out. While Stefanovic’s
criticism of double standards is
not a new one, it is surely amongst
the most clever.
Yahoo

Melissa willis:
fashion rights advocate

Samuel Medina
Staff Reporter

Fashionable
couple
Ashkon Masrourrod ‘16
and Melissa Willis ‘16
prove this burgeoning
trend,
sharing
their
timeless styles in this
week’s Tiger Threads.
After coming to Pacific
her freshman year, Melissa
Willis
found
herself
searching for more.
As spring of her
freshman
year
rolled
around, she took a major
leap in order to grow as
individual — not only in
regards to her education,
but also her style, which
she feels directly correlates
with one’s personality.
This transformational
step was transferring
from Pacific, only one
semester after her college
career began, to the
Academy of Art studying
fashion, located in the
stylishly diverse city of San
Francisco, Calif.
The aspect of fashion
education she took most to
Jordan Dangerfield
heart was learning where
some
clothing
comes
from and the poor working conditions in which some clothing
is produced. Because of this, Melissa won’t shop at certain
stores such as Forever 21 and H&M. Stores Melissa does shop
at include Free People and Urban Outfitters, though her most
visited shops are smaller businesses, such as thrift stores like
Buffalo Exchange in Berkeley.
THE LOOK:
Panama felt hat from Free People, velvet crop top from
Urban Outfitters, harem pants c/o Buffalo Exchange, nude
heels by Dolce Vita, a Fossil Heather Watch and assorted
vintage jewelry.

Ashkon Masrourrod:
winter casual

Samuel Medina
Staff Reporter

Ashkon Masrourrod’s
style is seen not only
through his clothing
but
through
his
kind, thoughtful and
captivating personality.
His timeless collection
of clothing is inspired
by none other than his
girlfriend, Mel.
Masrourrod stated,
“Your fashion is a part
of who you are, and Mel
helped me mature in my
style. Also, hygiene is
important.” There’s the
pre-dent in him!
As a junior pre-dental
student who grew up
in Calabasas, Calif.,
Ashkon
has
always
been into fashion. But
before his recent growth
into the classics, he
was a self-proclaimed
“trendy”
shopper.
Though
trends
are
current and happening,
Masrourrod’s newfound
appreciation of timeless
pieces is one he is
grateful for.
Together, Ashkon and
Jordan Dangerfield
Melissa hope to one day
create a clothing brand
that encapsulates both of their unique styles.
Ashkon shops at stores like Urban Outfitters and Levi’s, and
heavily online at sites like Grailed, a thrifty online treasure
cove. Catch Ashkon playing Egyptian Horseshoe outside the
Sigma Chi house or in the library studying.
THE LOOK:
Levi’s Commuter Jacket and 511 jeans, sweatshirt from H&M
and shoes from Clarks.
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Get off the couch: winter break bucket list
Emily Olson

Staff Reporter

We all know how it goes.
The first week of freedom is
exhilarating — between the naps and
the Netflix binges, the family time and
the visits with old friends, you feel like
the winter break activities will never
end.
But then suddenly and without
warning,
you’re
waking
up
without plans and running low on
entertainment.
Before you know it, you even begin
counting down the days until classes
start again.
Good news, Tigers: This year
is going to be different. Instead of
spending this academic pause (let’s
face it) hibernating, break tradition
by seeking out adventure, exploring
the new and, most importantly,
beating the boredom; you might even
collect some new habits or learn a
little about yourself along the way.
Make this break your best yet with
The Pacifican’s ultimate winter break
bucket list:
1) Get creative in the kitchen.
It’s a healthy way to de-stress. In
an interview for bostonglobe.com,
“Omnivore” author Michael Pollan
shared that cooking “is actually
intellectually very engaging. It’s
sensually very pleasurable. It’s a great

way to reset.” Challenge yourself by
making a dish you’ve never made (or
even tasted) before. Bonus points
if you turn it into a friend or family
effort.
2) Volunteer. We all know it’s the
best gift you could give this season, so
why not put that extra time to good
use? If you’ll be staying local for break,
consult the Center for Community
Involvement for great opportunities
to make a difference. For those whose
breaks will take them further, a search
done through volunteermatch.org or
createthegood.org will work just as
well.
3) Read. A book… or maybe just
a short story… Okay, okay, a few
Buzzfeed articles. Nope — it’s time to
prove you’re better than that. There’s
a reason the idyllic winter night-in
includes a roaring fire, a steaming
beverage, a snuggly blanket and a good
book. Jeanne Whalen of The Wall
Street Journal reports that proper
reading (this includes a text in print)
can heighten concentration, deepen
empathy, reduce stress, enhance
comprehension and improve listening
skills. In other words, reading is good
for you and your sense of self.
4) See a show. Not a TV show, but
a play, a musical, a concert, any form
of entertainment that takes you out of
your living room and provides a taste
of culture. A simple Google search can

inform you of what’s playing around
you. Invite your friends or family and,
for once, enjoy drama that isn’t caused
by college parties or break-ups.
5) Engage in a typical winter
activity. Look at Christmas lights. Go
ice skating. Seek out snow and play
in it. After all, it is winter. And you’d
be lying if you said these things didn’t
rekindle a little childlike longing for
fun.
6) Visit a museum. If the thought
of learning outside of class makes you
cringe, the truth is that you’re not doing
it enough. In a post on her personal
blog, museum expert Colleen Dilen
writes that there’s no excuse why some
don’t visit museums. The benefits
are endless: They make us happier,
smarter and better citizens. “From the
Museum of Wooden Nickles in San
Antonio, to the Asphault Museum in
Rohnert Park, Calif., there is certainly
something for everyone.” Try visiting
officialmuseumdirectory.com to find a
close one that interests you.
7) Shop for yourself. After you
spend time and money giving this
holiday season, you deserve a little
self-pampering. Give yourself a $20
limit and all day at the mall to find that
perfect gift for your number one (read:
you). Not into the crowds? Online
shopping can provide different — but
equally beneficial — opportunities to
spoil yourself.

8) Go outside. And if you’re
feeling particularly brave, leave the
internet behind you. Take a hike, go
for a run, walk along the beach, play in
leaves, make snow angels — whatever
suits your style and terrain, just do
it. Remind yourself of how much you
missed winter in the heated grips of
summer and make the most of your
time now.
9) Watch a classic. Not your
favorite Disney pic, but a well-done,
critically acclaimed film that requires
your patience and appreciation.
Watch it with friends or alone on an
afternoon with bad weather and no
plans. Don’t pause it or talk over it;
don’t call it a “movie” (try “work” or
“film”) and don’t be afraid to feel a little
classy when you discuss your opinion
of it after. Visit rottentomatoes.com or
IMBd.com for lists of the top 100 alltime classics.
10) Clean up and let go. As
cliché as it sounds, winter break is an
appropriate time to pause and reflect
on the past semester. Clean up what
you didn’t take care of, let go of what
you didn’t like. Take time to write
down resolutions for the upcoming
year. Let your break be a reflection of
the person you want to be, rather than
what you feel you are.
Make it count, Tigers; this year
break will go by quick!

Interested in Greek life? Consider formal recruitment!
Drew Jones

Sports Editor

Pacific

As the fall semester comes
to a close, we look forward
to what the spring semester
has to offer. Freshmen girls,
this is what you have been
waiting all fall semester
for! The Pacific Panhellenic
Association is gearing up
to host Spring Formal
Recruitment on Thursday,
January 22 through Sunday,
January 25.
Formal
Recruitment
only takes place during
the spring semester at
Pacific. Typically, Formal
Recruitment is one of the
first
opportunities
that
freshmen have to meet
active members of each
sorority and see the four
sorority houses on campus.
Pacific
Panhellenic
Association is the largest
women’s organization on
campus, overseeing the
four National Panhellenic
Conference sororities on
campus: Alpha Phi. Delta
Delta Delta, Delta Gamma,
and Kappa Alpha Theta.
Kappa Alpha Theta is the

oldest chapter on campus,
while Delta Gamma and
Delta Delta Delta joined a
few decades after. Alpha
Phi recently joined Pacific
in 1998, rounding out the
four National Panhellenic
Conference sororities on
campus.
Formal
Recruitment
consists of an orientation
day and three separate
rounds of events that help
potential new members
(PNMs) find their home.
The first day is Open
House where you can get
house tours and chat with
various active members of
every sorority. Philanthropy
Day is the second day,
and PNMs have that
opportunity to see what part
of community involvement
is most important to each
sorority. Next, the third day
is Preference Morning.
Lastly, at the end of the
day all four sororities have
Bid Day where they celebrate
the new members joining
their respective houses.
Each day and event will
be explained in more detail
when orientation comes

around. Officers in the Pacific
Panhellenic
Association,
as well as the Recruitment
Counselors, will be available
to for questions and advice
throughout
the
entire
process.
Pacific
Panhellenic
Association
encourages
PNMs to understand that
“Formal Recruitment is a
mutual selection process
[and]
participation
in
Formal Recruitment does
not guarantee an invitation
to join a sorority, nor does
it obligate a woman to join.”
Nevertheless,
Formal
Recruitment is a fun,
exciting time where students
of all grades are able to make
many new friends, as well as
find their right fit during the
rest of their time at Pacific.
Female students from
all years are invited to
participate
in
Formal
Recruitment.
You
can
sign up and pay the $35
fee
at
https://univpc.
icsrecruiter.com/pan/
enrollment/Registration.
aspx?UID=UNIVPC.
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Schedule
Baun Fitness Center
Thursday:
12:05-12:50 P.M.
-- Yoga
4:30-5 P.M.
-- Kettlebell H.I.I.T.
5:30-6:15 P.M.
-- Zumba
-- Cycle
6:30-7 P.M.
-- TRX Express
7-7:30 P.M.
-- TRX Express
7-8 P.M.
-- Yoga
9-9:45 P.M.
-- Black Light Cycle

Friday:
6:30-7:15 A.M.
-- Cycle
8-9 A.M.
-- Fit and Functional
12:05-12:50 P.M.
-- Cycle
4:30-5 P.M.
-- Cardio Kick
5:15-6:45 P.M.
-- Yoga
Monday:
6:30-7:15 A.M.
-- Cycle
8-9 A.M.
-- Fit and Functional
12:05-12:50 P.M.
-- Power Sculpt
5-5:50 P.M.
-- Sand Slam
5:15-6:15 P.M.
-- Yoga
5:30-6:15 P.M.
-- Cycle
6:45-7:45 P.M.
-- Zumba

SPORTS

women’s volleyball

Pacific gets shortchanged by NCAA
Drew Jones

Sports Editor

Women’s volleyball, along
with the Pacific community,
was utterly shocked to receive
notice on Sunday, Nov. 30
they had not received an
at-large bid into the NCAA
postseason tournament. The
Tigers finished the season
with a remarkable 24-7
record, even maintaining a
10-game win streak in the
first half of the season.
In conference, Pacific
flexed
their
muscles,
boasting a 13-5 record. They
won their last five games of
the season to move into a
second place finish in West
Coast Conference behind No.
12 BYU.
BYU finished as the
conference champion and
took the automatic bid to the
postseason tournament. The
selection committee handed
out at-large bids to LMU,
San Diego and Santa Clara.
Needless to say, the absence
of an invitation for Pacific

Pacific won their last 10 out of 12 matches, finishing second in WCC.

comes as a surprise to most.
Completing his fifth season
as head coach, Greg Gibbons
said, “I’m very proud of the
girls; they did everything I
asked them to do. It’s hard

to get 20 wins and our girls
got 24. It’s hard to go in and
finish strong, and we won
10 of our last 12 matches... I
truly believe we are one of the
best teams in the country.”

Edna Rush

The Tigers ranked higher
in the WCC over LMU, San
women’s volleyball

continued ON page 11

men’s basketball

Tigers take third at Great Alaska Shootout
Drew Jones

Sports Editor

While
Pacific
faculty
and students took a brief
hiatus
from
academics,

the men’s basketball team
stayed hard at work over
the Thanksgiving break. The
Tigers traveled to Alaska for
the Great Alaska Shootout
Tournament,
hosted
by

Tuesday:
6:30-7:15 A.M.
-- Yoga
12:05-12:50 P.M.
-- Yoga
4-4:30P.M.
-- TRX Express
4:30-5 P.M.
-- TRX Express
5:15-6:15 P.M.
-- Zumba
6:30-6:50 P.M.
--Core & More
6:30-7:15 P.M.
-- Cycle
7-8 P.M.
-- Yoga

Visit go.pacific.edu/rec
for schedule updates
and class descriptions.
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Edna Rush
Guard Alec Kobre ‘16 gains a career-high 14 points against Colorado State.

the University of Alaska
Anchorage. Pacific went 2-1
over the holiday weekend,
walking away with third
place in the tournament.
Their matchups against
Alaska-Anchorage
and
Colorado State were aired
live on CBS Sports Network.
The Tigers came out on top
over their host as well as
Mercer University in the
Third Place game. Colorado
State knocked out Pacific in
the semi-final matchup, 7564.
In the first game of the
weekend,
forward
Eric
Thompson ’16 lit a fire
for the Tigers, posting a
career-high 22 points and
chipping in nine rebounds.
The game remained close
throughout, but Pacific’s
defensive rebounds and 10
second-chance points were
the deciding factor.
Guard T.J. Wallace ’17
also contributed with 16
points and nine rebounds.
Despite a tough loss

against the Rams, guard
Dulani Robinson ’16 was able
to make light of the situation,
tallying an impressive seven
three-pointers.
Robinson
racked up a career-high 26
points on the evening. Guard
Alex Kobre ’16 also reached a
career-high 14 points.
The Tigers ran away
with their final game of the
tournament in a moderately
low-scoring feat. They evened
the score in the second half
with 29 points; however,
Pacific was able to outscore
Mercer by seven points in the
first to retain the lead, 55-48.
The Tigers play several
home
matchups
during
winter break, including the
start to conference play on
Saturday, Dec. 27 against San
Francisco.
Boasting a young squad,
Pacific picked to come in
dead last in the West Coast
Conference preseason poll.
They look to defy all odds
and go head-on into the start
of the conference.
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Volleyball gets left Athlete of
out of postseason the Week
women’s volleyball

continued from page 10

Diego and Santa Clara; not
to mention, they defeated
LMU in both matchups this
season, including when the
Lions were ranked within
the top 25 of the country.
Vice President of External
Relations
and
Athletic
Director Dr. Ted Leland
expressed, “I am very sorry
for our student-athletes and
coaching staff, who have
worked very hard to earn a
spot in the postseason and
they should hold their heads
high for an outstanding
season. People shouldn’t be
surprised to see us playing
with a chip on our shoulder
next season. I’ve been on
enough NCAA committees to
know that committees make
stupid decisions, and this is
a stupid decision.”
In NCAA’s Sunday press
release, they disclosed that
of the 64 teams selected for
the tournament, 10 alone are
from the Pac-12 Conference.
Interestingly
enough,
Pacific had a higher overall
record than seven Pac-12
teams, including USC, who
finished .500 on the season
and barely escaped with a
victory over Pacific in the
Community Bankers Classic
at the beginning of the
season.
NCAA also mentioned,
“In the 33-year history
of the championship, 10
schools have been crowned
champion, nine of which

are in this year’s bracket.”
Pacific is the 10th school
that has earned a national
championship
and
is
excluded from participation
in this year’s tournament.
The Tigers won back-to-back
championships in 1985 and
1986.
Pacific
unexpectedly
completes the 2014 season
with tremendous accolades.
They dominated this season
as a superior force on
defense, holding opponents
to a .145 hitting percentage,
which ranks No. 10 in the
country. They also tallied
an average of 2.61 blocks
per set, ranking No. 34. Also
notably, Gillian Howard
’15, Lexi Elman ’17 and Kat
Schulz ’16 each received
WCC Player of the Week
honors at one point this
season.
The Tigers surpassed
the accomplishments and
abilities of several teams that
were selected to compete in
postseason. They are one of
the best teams in the country
and were unfortunately
cheated from an opportunity
to showcase that on a
national stage.
Pacific will lose three
seniors
to
graduation,
including Howard, who
has been dynamic on both
offense and defense during
her career at Pacific. Looking
forward to next season,
it won’t be surprising if
the Tigers come out with
a purpose and invalidate
the selection committee’s
decision.

Did you know?

Edna Rush, The Pacifican’s
staff photographer, has taken
every action photo that has
appeared in the Sports section
for the last four consecutive
issues. Thanks Edna for all your
hard work and dedication!

Gillian Howard ‘15
Middle blocker Gillian Howard ’15 truly rose to the occasion in her last career games as
a Tiger. Howard was named the WCC Player of the Week last week for her efforts against
Pepperdine and LMU. The talented veteran tallied 28 kills and 15 blocks over two games. In
her final game at USF, Howard led the Tigers with 15 kills. (Photo c/o Edna Rush)

Winter break SCHEDULE
MEN’S
BASKETBALL

WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL

Sunday, Dec. 14
vs. Western Michigan
5 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center

Friday, Dec. 12
vs. Cal St. Maritime
7 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center

Thursday, Dec. 18
vs. Nevada
7 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center

Tuesday, Dec. 16
vs. Utah State
7 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center

Saturday, Dec. 20
vs. Fresno State
7 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center

Thursday, Jan. 1
vs. LMU
7 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center

Saturday, Dec. 27
vs. San Francisco
3 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center

Saturday, Jan. 3
vs. Pepperdine
2 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center

Monday, Dec. 29
vs. Santa Clara
7 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center
Saturday, Jan. 10
vs. Saint Mary’s
8 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center

For more information, check out the official
Pacific Athletics website at pacifictigers.com.
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